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and colleagues. How they’ve been called a racist, a terrorist, and some other combination of pejoratives impugning
both their character and their intelligence. How relieved they are to finally be in a room full of proud patriots in the
middle of the leftist bubble of New York City.

While I am someone who has always valued individual freedom over communal security, I understand that we are
social creatures. Thinking is a communal activity. Original thoughts are born not in the echo chambers of our own
minds, but in the heat of contention. The world reveals itself to us through conflict and so we need to be able to
debate and discuss these ideas in the social arena. These days, the Democrats don’t even want to talk to us. This is
why I believe the New York Young Republican Club is not a political club, but a social one. 

As Membership Chairwoman, it is my first and foremost priority to ensure our Club fills that critical void in the lives
of New York Republicans by creating a space for the free exchange of ideas, because freedom of thought cannot exist
without freedom of speech. While I cringe at the concept, one could argue that the NYYRC is our “Safe Space”. And it
certainly is. But it’s also our “Brave Space”: our space to gather the ammunition, the allies, and the morale to win the
culture war, take back the moral high ground the Left hijacked, and ultimately save America!

Letter from the Membership Chairwoman:

T H E  R E C O R DI S S U E  X X I I ,  A P R I L  2 0 2 4

“I got you” vs. “You got this.” I distinctly remember watching
both the Republican and Democratic National Conventions
when I was in the fourth grade, and realizing that this is the
fundamental difference between Republicans and Democrats.
If you were going through a period of adversity, your
Republican friends would tell you the challenges you are
facing are an opportunity to strengthen yourself as an
individual and that you got this. Your Democratic friends
would say that you are not alone and they got you. Both
responses were valid – necessary, even. Back then I thought a
good life was one surrounded by both types of people.
Remember when it was normal to have friends all across the
political spectrum?

This brings me to why so many of us are here, and why our
Club is so essential. It’s a story I hear at every single event. I
ask our members what drew them to our club and all too often
they tell me how  they’ve  been  ostracized  by  friends,  family,

Ashley Ramsey
Membership Chairwoman
New York Young Republican Club
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As of February 24, the United States and NATO
allies have surpassed the two-year mark of
funding the war against the Russian Federation’s
so called special military operation to annex
Russian speaking regions in eastern Ukraine,
namely the Donbas and Crimea. Russia argues
that the present conflict began not in 2022 but in
2014 with the Maidan Revolution, allegedly
orchestrated by Western interests. It is
objectively true that Russian civilization was born
in Kiev, 1 in 4 people in Ukraine are Russian, and
Russia considers Ukraine to be part of its vital
national security interest. It is also true that
Ukraine is neither a NATO ally nor an EU
member, nor a territory of the United States.
With this understanding, why is the United States
of America so interested in Ukraine? Simona
Papadopoulos has an answer.

Papadopoulos has uncovered court documents
and recorded first person testimony that allege
that the Biden family has been selling influence in
Ukraine to the tune of millions of dollars in
exchange for altering American foreign policy to
that country to enrich oligarchs and their allies
in a manner that violates the law. Apparently,
America’s support for the Ukraine has less to do
with wise geopolitical strategy and more to do
with old fashioned corruption. On March 7th, the
New York Young Republican Club hosted Simona
to listen to her findings.

B i d e n  B r i b e ?  " W e  a r e  t a l k i n g  a b o u t  r e a l
d o c u m e n t s "
By Ian C. McMath, Media Chairman

If true, President Joe Biden would be in violation
pursuant to Article 346-bis of the Criminal Code,
where “an individual is guilty of influence
peddling where he or she, by exploiting a real or
apparent influence on a public official or a person
in charge of a public service, (a) improperly
requires, or solicits a promise to give, money or
other in exchange for a favor.” Compared to
totally neglecting border security, the
Afghanistan withdrawal disaster, and other Biden
induced fiascos, this incident is the closest to
satisfying the high crimes and misdemeanors that
are prerequisite for impeachment. It makes you
think about Trump’s first impeachment, doesn’t
it? We’ll get to that later.

Hunter Biden’s infamous Laptop from Hell is a
trove of evidence for family corruption and
debauchery that references “the Big Guy” in
conversations about kickbacks. For years, Hunter
denied the authenticity of the laptop—until he
finally demanded his property back. Simona casts
further doubt on his integrity with evidence from
the Ukrainian side, such as records of wire
transfers filed in Ukrainian courts. “We’re talking
about the real documents, talking about $6
million bribes,” she emphasized to applause. “So
we have [these] official legal documents, they are
not manufactured, they are not fabricated, they
are not phony. Every single legal document is a
record… everybody can go watch it and collect it.” 
 
How long have the Bidens been getting kickbacks
in the embattled post-Soviet republic? Remember
that under Obama, Biden was the Ukraine policy
point man. Simona reminds us that we need only
to go back to the Poroshenko-Biden recordings of
that era to get a whiff of a rotten smell. These
tapes reveal disputes between then Vice President
Biden and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko
(2014-2019) regarding Prosecutor General Viktor
Shokin’s investigation into Burisma, a Ukrainian
natural gas company, where Hunter Biden was
receiving around $80 thousand dollars a month
for his supposed energy expertise. The context of
all of this  culminates  in  VP  Biden’s  March 2016
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leveraging of $1 billion dollars of US taxpayer
funded foreign aid to force Ukraine to oust
Shokin under the pretext of fighting corruption.
Convenient. Those who notice crime get punished
while the perpetrators walk free.

To further support her allegation of rampant
Biden corruption in Ukraine, Simona interviewed
Ukrainian politician and businessman Andrei
Derkach. He has an impressive resume. He was
Ukraine’s longest serving parliamentarian, a
presidential advisor, and an energy executive.
Now living in exile in Belarus, his tenure as a
staple of political life in Ukraine afforded him a
front row seat to bald faced corruption. “We
released documents revealing the transactions,
revealing the corruption in Burisma,” he said to
Simona. “We provided financial statements from
Morgan Stanley Bank” reporting suspicious
activity on the accounts. “We showed a
connection between Burisma and two companies
involved in the money laundering, Veologic
Technologies and Digitex.” The case never went
anywhere.

Does any of that sound criminal, if true? How
about impeachable? In light of this, Trump’s first
impeachment looks like a cover-up. In the July
25th, 2019 phone call with President Zelenskyy,
Trump is quoted in the transcript, “I heard you
had a prosecutor who was very good and he was
shut down and that’s really unfair.” A hound on
the trail, he said, “There’s a lot of talk about
Biden’s son, that Biden stopped the prosecution
and a lot of people want to find out about that,”
adding that Rudy Giuliani was going to take point
with Andrei Derkach to get to the bottom of it.
Rudy was later recommended to be disbarred for
his legal work in the 2020 election fraud case  and

Andrei was labeled an agent of the Kremlin,
prompting his exile. The apparent message? Stop
noticing crimes!

Deny, deflect, and defame; persecute the
messenger, don’t prosecute the crook. This is the
time-honored strategy of the corrupt. The
evidence of alleged grift surrounding the “Biden
Crime Family” is too great to ignore. To his
credit, Speaker Mark Johnson has allowed the
slim Republican majority in the US House to
investigate some of these allegations, but nothing
at all to the extent to which Democrats
investigated the long-since debunked Russia
Collision Hoax.

When asked, do you think this is just the tip of
the iceberg? Simona cautioned that as an
investigative journalist with a legal background,
she must be skeptical of claims and go to great
lengths to verify authenticity. But on a wider
level, she says, “We must think of which operator
is still covering up for this? And this operator is
the Deep State.” Adding that, “Biden is only a
puppet of it. Let us remember Hillary Clinton,
George Soros, and many others.” 

Let us also remember how the intelligence
community came out in front to cover up the
laptop. With 51 former intelligence officials
calling it Russian disinformation. How the FBI
worked with Big Tech and mainstream media to
censor true information before an election. The
Leviathan is committed to keeping the con
running—in this case and likely countless others.
At least for now, we can be grateful that we are
talking about it at all, thanks to President Donald
J. Trump.

In the lead-up to the March 16th, 2024 charity
event, members of the New York Young
Republican Club attended a Leadership Institute
training session led by Matthew Hurtt. The
session focused on strategies for engaging the
Hispanic and broader communities in
conservative  politics.  Speakers  like Joel   Valdez

and Jesus Rodriguez shared political engagement,
outreach, and communication insights. They
addressed the challenges and opportunities in
connecting with minority communities and the
importance of leadership and messaging. The goal
was to prepare participants to advocate for
conservative values and policies effectively.

Building Bridges: The New York Young Republican
Club's Outreach in Urban Communities
By Aldo J. Solares, History Chairman
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Following this insightful session, a commendable
collaboration unfolded between the Black Caucus,
the Hispanic Caucus, and the Philanthropy
Committee of the NYYRC, in partnership with the
Church of God Brownsville, to orchestrate a
charity clothes giveaway. This initiative marked a
significant step toward addressing a longstanding
criticism: the perception that Republicans only
visit these areas when seeking votes.

The event provided tangible assistance to low
income individuals in the form of clothing, winter
boots, jackets, gloves, and pants and offered an
opportunity for meaningful dialogue. Along with
smiling faces of appreciation, the feedback from
the community was eye-opening: "You
Republicans say you care about us, but you never
show up. Only the Democrats are here!" This
sentiment serves as a wake-up call for
Republicans nationwide, emphasizing the need
for a more consistent and genuine presence in
urban communities. Unfortunately, this feedback
is not new. The Chairman of the Hispanic Caucus,
Argilio J. Rodriguez, issued a pointed critique,
asserting, "Should the New York GOP continue to
neglect these communities, then the Club will
step in to fill that void."  

Collaborating with faith-based organizations
deeply rooted in these neighborhoods was a
strategic choice. The NYYRC members, guided by
the principle of putting God first alongside
putting America first, were driven by the
opportunity to live out their faith. This was
reflected in their actions, drawing inspiration
from the Book of James, specifically James 2:14-
26, which emphasizes the inseparability of faith
and works. This scripture underscores the belief
that faith without action is dead, a message that
resonated with the volunteers as they engaged
with the community.

The interactions with the Dominican community
in the Bronx, predominantly Spanish speakers,
were particularly impactful. The residents
expressed their gratitude for the event,
highlighting the significance of every act of
charity in times of economic hardship. The
NYYRC volunteers made a conscious decision only
to discuss politics if  prompted,  focusing  instead

on their mission to help the community and make
a difference. The conversations often concluded
with expressions of appreciation, such as "Qué
bueno" and "Siempre es bueno ayudar a la
comunidad. Gracias.", and a beautiful smile only a
grateful mom can express.

We engaged in a thoughtful discussion with the
pastor regarding the decline in church
attendance and the weakening of family
structures due to the absence of God at their
center, which was also addressed. The NYYRC is
committed to not only providing material
assistance but also to fostering spiritual well-
being. By encouraging people to visit church,
listen to the Word of God, and engage in prayer,
the Club aims to strengthen family bonds and
guide young individuals in making pivotal life
decisions with divine guidance.

In conclusion, the charity clothes giveaway was
more than just a philanthropic event; it was a
step toward bridging the gap between
Republicans and urban communities historically
forgotten or abandoned by the GOP. The New
York Young Republican Club's proactive approach
to collaborating with faith-based institutions and
dedication to serving the community while
spreading the Word of God is a commendable
model for other organizations. The Club's
gratitude for the opportunity to do good is
palpable, and its commitment to continuing such
works through its Philanthropy Committee is a
promising sign for the future.
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Have the Audacity to Be a Legend
By Ian C. McMath, Media Chairman

Zechariah 4:10, “Do not despise these small
beginnings, for the Lord rejoices to see the work
begin.” 

To sustain an effective political movement, there
must be a concerted effort to foster a pipeline of
young talent. This shall always be a primary
function of a young Republican club. The dust of
the GOP civil war is settling and the Trump-led
MAGA faction is the indisputable victor. The
defeat of the McTriumvirate of McCarthy,
McConnell, and McDaniel signals the death knell
of RINO supremacy. Now the great task of
building the new Republican Party on a national
populist platform lies ahead, and the legion of
beating hearts that will win races and staff offices
will actualize this spirit. On Saturday, February
17th, an audience of 50 college students met in
Manhattan to hear about the importance of
personal initiative and coalition building. “Do not
wait for a legend,” I tell them in the opening
remarks, “but become a legend yourself.”

The New York Young Republican Club Media
Committee collaborated with the New York
Federation of College Republicans (NYFCR) to
hold a winter conference of young and college
Republicans. As the co-organizer of the event
along with Tabitha Fajardo, we wanted to
emphasize two things: personal initiative and
coalition building at home and abroad. To inspire
personal   initiative   we   had  three  NYYRC  Club

members speak about how they took it upon
themselves to get involved in shaping the
direction of the Republican Party. “Do not wait
for permission to begin,” I said. To demonstrate
the value of building coalitions at home and
abroad we invited Austrian Member of the
European Parliament Harald Vilimsky to speak on
the subject.

Vish Burra is the Club’s Executive Secretary. He
is a former Special Operative for Congressman
Matt Gaetz and George Santos, and producer of
Steve Bannon’s “War Room” and Gaetz’s
“Firebrand” political talk shows. Vish emphasized
the skills that he picked up in his misspent years
as the “weed kingpin of Staten Island” informed
him of how to take risks and maneuver in swamp
politics later on. “Moving a famous Congressman
around is not unlike moving contraband.” Let it
be noted that scrupulosity and a good eye for
suspicious activity go a long way in both illicit
trades and Washington DC. Vish’s start in politics
was opportunistic; he was part of the original
palace coup that swapped the former weak NYYRC
leadership with a pride of MAGA lions.

Troy Olson is the Club’s Sergeant-at-Arms, post
9-11 veteran, co-author of The Emerging Populist
Majority, Legislative Director for New York City
Councilwoman Inna Vernikov, and lawyer. Troy
hails from a small town in Minnesota from a
legacy Democrat family. In a sentiment echoed by
Elon Musk and inspired by Ronald Reagan, Troy
states, “I didn’t leave the Democrat Party, the
Democrat Party left me.” Troy is a born optimist
and brims with hope for the future. He predicts
that the lived experience of mature millennials
will compel them to discard leftist ideology and
move to the right as they coalesce around
marriages, mortgages, families and children. His
start in politics began the old-fashioned way, on
the battlefield as an enlisted man and citizen
soldier in the US Army.

Nick Rafael, the Club’s Publications Chairman, is
responsible for producing The Record, the Club’s
quarterly journal, and works as a financial
analyst. He also publishes our annual Club Book
and   helps   with   other   printed   materials   for
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various Club events. His story is an everyman’s
tale, unrelated to politics and he discovered the
Club through mutual friends in a dodgeball
league. Unlike the other speakers, Nick does not
work in politics and he has no desire to. He
scratches his political itch by volunteering his
time to edit and publish The Record, and advance
the Club’s mission as a member of the Board of
Governors. His story demonstrates that it is not
necessary to pursue a career in politics to serve
the movement in a capacity beyond merely voting. 
 
All of the above have sacrificed Saturdays to
knock on doors and phone-bank for candidates.
Their actions, no matter how big or small, push
the needle in the direction of rebuilding the
Republican Party on a national populist platform
even from within the great blue fortress of New
York.

The national populist movement is ascendant not
only in the United States but in Europe as well.
Harald Vilimsky, Austrian MP of the EU
Parliament and leader of the Freedom Party of
Austria, is indicative of the Club’s effort to build
coalitions beyond the United States. Harald’s
presence at the event highlights awareness of the
value of building relationships with conservative
parties across Europe and the US. The Freedom
Party’s lead candidate stressed that when
conservatives take power in their home countries,
domestic governance is a challenge in its own
right, but still greater is reshaping a global order
that has been for too long dominated by liberal
ideology. He talked of the importance of fostering
a community of conservative parties in Europe
and   the   United   States  and  to  act  in   concert

against the forces of globalism.

“I am impressed by the rhetorical skills of the
young people here,” he said. “They really have the
potential to become future political leaders. In
any case, it is very important to network the
conservative world in Europe and the USA, the
problems are very similar and our solutions are
often identical.” He concluded with, “I want to
and will continue to work to expand our political
network.”

The NYYRC fully endorses Harald Vilimsky’s
candidate for President of Austria. His victory
would mean a triumphant return of executive
spirit to an office that is more than a mere
figurehead.

What exactly a national populist Republican Party
will look like is still being defined. It will be
different from the present order that puts GDP
and multiculturalism above the nation. It begins
with recognizing that the old order is untenable
and crumbling. As I address the audience in my
opening remarks, I tell them that “they are
wealthy in their youth, because time is the
greatest currency.” The old civic order is literally
passing away. Our moment is inevitable but
should not be taken for granted. This is the time
for small beginnings, for personal initiative and
coalition building so that when opportunity
presents itself, we may seize power, establish the
new civic order, and renew our civilization.
“There may be a future President in the room. But
you must first have the audacity to begin, to
become a legend.”

Opinions
Free Market Schooling is the Future of Education
By Michael Caprio

Schools are a crucial part of development for
children and young adults. Instead, public
schooling– or the more appropriate phrase,
government schooling– has stifled educational
outputs among American students for decades.
We’ve seen a historic fall in math and reading
scores among  students,  primarily  fueled  during

the pandemic. To combat stagnant and falling test
grades and relatively low academic performance
by American students, the Department of
Education has proposed myriad “solutions.” New
testing guidelines, weighted classes, and even
centralized learning standards in Common Core
have  all   been   utilized   but   have   seen    little

https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=38
https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=38
https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=38
https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=38
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator/cnj
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improvement over time in math and reading
scores. 

While the state deliberates on the best way to
continue educating (or indoctrinating) our
children, School Choice advocates have become
much more vocal in recent years as an alternative
to public schooling and educational zoning
restrictions. Following free-market principles,
schools should be able to compete for students to
attend. The higher the academic quality of a
school, the more likely a parent would send their
children– and money– to that institution. Parents
across the country have begun taking a more
assertive stance in their children’s education.
Advocating for school choice is the apparent path
forward for educational freedom and parental
guidance in their children’s education.

Students are zoned to a public school based on
their zip code. Whichever school falls into their
zip code is the one parents are bound to send
their child to, regardless of the academic success
of that school. If a parent wants to send their
child to a better school outside of their district,
they’re out of luck. School Choice advocate Corey
DeAngelis, who has been featured in the New
York Post, told the Post that “the common sense
of a school choice system, through which parents
are given the taxpayer funds allocated to their
child — an average of $15,424 per student annually
— to spend on whatever form of education best
suits their family.” Simply put, the money follows
the child, not the school. Schools would be
actively competing for the parent's tax dollars
and would work to be better academically than
other local schools. Free market and competition
principles work for innovation and business, so
why not for our schools?

School Choice laws have a positive side effect on
students' lives and the schools themselves. The
city of Washington, D.C., experimented with a
School Choice scholarship program for
underprivileged families called the D.C.
Opportunity Scholarship Program (DCOSP) and
MO found that "the graduation rate based on
parent-provided information was 82 percent for
the treatment group compared to 70 percent for
the control group." This shows a 12% increase in
graduation rates for the group of students that
were given this scholarship. Further, this same
study showed that 21% of schools made  efforts  to

improve their buildings when DCOSP was
released, 22% added parent orientation to hear
parent feedback, 8% altered safety rules, 24%
encouraged more parental guidance in schools,
and 17% increased safety precautions. An eye-
opening 28% of schools in D.C. reported making
changes to retain students. In D.C., school choice
has proven to be successful at improving school
quality. 

The City of Milwaukee had similar successes with
its trial of school choice. The previously quoted
Corey DeAngelis ran a study with Patrick Wolf, an
author from Education Next, to see the
relationship between crime and school choice.
DeAngelis and Wolf analyzed if teens in High
School exposed to school vouchers committed
offenses compared to those students in a control
group, simply in standard public schooling.
Controlling for specific variables that the authors
listed, including home life, test scores, and
demographics, the results show that "persistently
attending a private school through a voucher
program can decrease subsequent crime rates."
Private schools not only can improve students'
academics, but if this Milwaukee experiment has
anything to say, can also decrease crime rates
amongst students.

Not only is it true that School Choice has a
statistical benefit to students, but voters are
beginning to pick up on this too. The Thomas
Fordham Institute conducted a study of potential
voters in 2017 and found that 64% of these voters
were in favor of School Choice programs.
Similarly, Education Next found in 2018 that 54%
of people surveyed would be in favor of School
Choice programs or related voucher scholarships.
School Choice is an issue that can be campaigned
on, and won with. Putting this policy in practice
would be a huge win for School Choice advocates
and students.

School Choice, which puts schoools in a
competition for the attendance of students and
for funding, has shown to be successful in
improving the quality of our schools. Not only
does it improve students’ education, but it
increases infrastructure, lowers crime amongst
students, and has grown to have a great deal of
support from voters. Embracing free-market
principled School Choice programs is truly the
future of education in America.
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NYYRC Files Amicus Brief on Question
of Presidential Immunity

The issue before the Court goes to a foundational
question of constitutional governance: whether a
President of the United States, the most
democratically accountable officer of the
Executive Branch, has autonomy over his own
branch of government. Throughout the Federalist
Papers, Alexander Hamilton conceptualized an
“energetic” presidency. However, he noted that if
a president is not given complete immunity, the
executive branch will be rendered “impotent,”
resulting in a dysfunctional and destructive
government. Therefore, This case is of utmost
importance to preserving our republican form of
government, with three separate and equal
branches of government.

The New York Young Republican Club
Stands with Dries Van Langenhove

Europe is not free, and Belgium is leading the way
in (proudly) violating its citizens’ civil rights. The
travails of our European brethren thereby
provide Americans with an instructive lesson on
the importance of our First Amendment. Freedom
of speech and association are a crux of American
society, and we must defend them without
exception. As publisher Larry Flynt said in
response to the seminal Supreme Court decision
Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, “If the First
Amendment is intended to protect anything, it’s
intended to protect offensive speech. If you’re not
going to offend anyone, you don’t need
protection.”

Far different standards apply across the Atlantic,
where a post-war neoliberal tyranny has
embedded itself deep in establishment discourse
The great Flemish  patriot and  friend of the  New

York Young Republican Club Dries Van
Langenhove was sentenced earlier this week to
one year in jail and fined €16,000. His crime?
Being a member of a private group chat in which
others disseminated “racist” and otherwise
“mean” internet memes and the “possession of
weapons”—that is, pepper spray. 

Free speech and self-defense are clearly not God-
given rights in the fake country of Belgium. Van
Langenhove’s several co-defendants received
eight- to ten-month suspended sentences and
€8,000 fines. Another co-defendant was given a
conditional discharge with the condition that he
submit to a guided tour of the eyesore Kazerne
Dossin Holocaust Museum (i.e., submit to state-
enforced reeducation). 

Belgium is not  and  never was a  real  nation, and
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its “government” will waste no opportunity to
punish Flemish patriots like Van Langenhove.
Such action underscores this “government’s” lack
of character and illegitimacy. The Belgian
“Justice” Department wasted millions of taxpayer
euros and thousands of man-hours on lawfare
against these young men for their private memes.
Belgium has a history of manufacturing atrocities
and manipulating public sentiment since World
War I, and, sadly, Van Langenhove has fallen
victim of its latest farce.

“Today I was sentenced to one year of effective
prison sentence, 10 months of suspended prison
sentence, €16,000 effective fine, €6,000
suspended fine, €10,000 in compensation and 10
years of loss of civil rights, which means I am no
longer allowed to participate in politics,” Van
Langenhove shared on X. Even the ever-
vacillating Elon Musk was stunned by this
tyranny, responding to Van Langenhove’s post by
querying, “Someone else sent this meme in a
group chat and you were given a prison
sentence?” “Yes,” Van Langenhove (accurately)
replied.

According to POLITICO’s Poll of Polls, Vlaams
Belang, the major political party to which Van
Langenhove’s youth movement, Schild &
Vrienden, is most closely aligned, is now the
biggest political force in Belgium. European and
federal elections are due in June 2024. We know
who the winners will be. We know what the
people want. Van Langenhove left his seat in
Parliament in 2023 to focus on political activism
expressly to further these aims, and we
encourage him to remain steadfast through this
troubling period.

The New York Young Republican Club stands with
Dries Van Langenhove and his party colleagues as
the rump state occupying their nation unjustly
persecutes them. In the meantime, we stand
solidly in defense of our First Amendment right
to criticize whomever we so choose for whatever
reason we so choose. And if anything we say
makes someone uncomfortable, we suggest that
the aggrieved party man up. “For the Lord your
God is going with you! He will fight for you
against your enemies, and He will give you
victory!” (Deuteronomy 20:4)

W h a t  W e  N e e d  I n  t h e  N e x t  S e n a t e
L e a d e r  

Last month, Kentucky Republican Mitch
McConnell blessed us all with an unexpected
announcement: he will be leaving his post as
Senate Minority Leader, effective the end of the
year.

McConnell, 82, has led the Republican conference
since 2007 and has been in the Senate for nearly
40 years.

With the exception of his stalwart defense of
constitutional conservatives in the Supreme
Court, his tenure has been marred by a
neoconservative political persuasion that is
fundamentally America-last.

McConnell, if you recall, was never a vocal
proponent of building a wall during President
Trump’s   first   term.  He  has  been,   however,  a 
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vociferous supporter of unfettered and
unquestioned support to Ukraine, an illiberal
corrupt country that is, in fact, not in America. 

The New York Young Republican Club is
overjoyed by Mitch’s long-overdue retirement
from the Senate body.

What, though, is needed from the next Senate
Republican Conference leader?

What is abundantly clear is that this is Trump’s
party now. We cannot move backward. We need
someone who understands the  current  priorities

Back in January, Florida governor Ron DeSantis
suspended his pitiful and futile presidential
campaign and endorsed President Donald J.
Trump. Once viewed as a respectable and skillful
politician, DeSantis has thoroughly embarrassed
himself with his contemptible disloyalty toward
the former president.

It ought not be forgotten that Trump saved
DeSantis’s fledgling gubernatorial campaign in
2018. Without Trump’s endorsement and tireless
campaigning on behalf of the then-congressman,
Andrew Gillum, a dogmatic Leftist with a
disturbing history of drug and alcohol abuse,
would have easily secured the governorship.

A Lesson for DeSantis: Loyalty Counts
DeSantis, in short, owes his success to Trump.
Rather than stand by Trump’s side, however, the
below-average-height governor embarked on
what can only be described as a masochistic run
for the presidency.

The New York Young Republican Club firmly and
unmistakably rejects DeSantis’s endorsement of
Trump. DeSantis is not (and never was) an
America-first candidate.

Rather, he is a country-club mouthpiece of the
neoliberal wing of the GOP who would prefer to
go back to the halcyon days of Paul Ryan and Eric
Cantor. Don’t be fooled by DeSantis’s appeal to
the MAGA movement; he represents nothing more
than a reversion to the establishment Republican
Party of the early aughts that championed
billionaire tax cuts, the sunsetting of Social
Security, and unfettered illegal immigration at
the southern border.

We wish the sad and brooding empty suit that is
Ron DeSantis a happy early retirement, for he has
jettisoned any chance of a viable political future 
with his shameless displays of cowardice and
betrayal.

Goodbye to Ron and his nasty online sycophants.
As Winston Churchill said, “[the] truth is
incontrovertible. Panic may resent it, ignorance
may deride it, malice may distort it, but there it
is.” (Unlike Ron, we used a real Churchill quote.)

of this GOP: a strong border, an economic
nationalist agenda, a solidly textualist Supreme
Court, and a realist foreign policy that ALWAYS
puts America first.

More of the same – like Texas Senator John
Cornyn, for example – won’t do.

The GOP has a prime opportunity to clean house
and realign the conference in a meaningful way.
This will require a fundamentally Trumpian
leader.

We pray that they make the right decision.
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Biden’s regime is a Trojan horse attempt to foist a
perverted brand of leftist progressivism on
America.

With no religious displays at the White House on
Easter Sunday and that most holy day designated
as the latest celebration for the trans cult, to
whom leftists and academia pander to more than
anyone else in our society, make no mistake that
the humiliation is the point. Trannies of course
return the favor by shooting up Christian schools
while the Biden Regime’s FBI runs cover for these
sickos.

This is not about Democrat vs. Republican or left
vs. right, but rather good vs. evil. 21st-century
progressivism has become Satan’s latest mask in
his attacks on humanity. We must reject his
efforts totally as we double down on our faith,
civic traditions, patriotism, and the civilizing
forces that lead us to truth, beauty, and cosmic
justice.

Satan’s Grip on the Biden Regime
In this political form of the great battle of our
times, the once and future President Donald J.
Trump is God’s chosen vessel to deliver us from
political evil.

“The most terrifying words
in the English language are:

I'm from the government
and I'm here to help.”

-Ronald Reagan

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/ronald-reagan-quotes
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